
Fostering Love with Carrigan Chantz
YUBA CITY, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, November 10, 2014
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Carrigan Chantz is
a talented and experienced songwriter
and keyboardist. Coming off of the
success of his debut instrumental album
“Austin’s Heart”, Carrigan is set to
release his new album “Fostering Love”.
“Austin’s Heart” took two years to
complete and is available from major
digital download websites. Carrigan’s
music is very autobiographical and self-
expressive. This experiential, soulful
journey covers the feelings, people,
places and events of his lifetime as an
artist. This trend of heartfelt new age

instrumentalist music is a transcending theme in both albums.

Carrigan has been around music his entire life. He constantly listened to different styles of music as a
child and has been playing the piano since he was just four years old. Now Carrigan has completely
written “Fostering Love”. The album was completed in only a few months of driven hard work and
dedication. In many ways the new album is a continuation of “Austin’s Heart” so far as Carrigan is
concerned. The music is intended to send a message of love, hope and belief. Carrigan lives by the
credo hope, believe, deserve and receive. This is an expression of Carrigan’s personal goal of making
a positive difference in the lives of others. This includes enhancing people’s lives by creating
entertaining and inspiring music. These are not just words to Carrigan, he is both a Certified Life
Coach and a Neuro-Linguistic Programming Practitioner and spends his life inspiring others. He has
been accurately described as a humble and genuine artist.

Carrigan’s journey has not been all wine and roses. This songwriter and published fiction writer has
faced many obstacles in his career. It took a real leap of faith for Carrigan to give up a regular and
routine life to pursue his art. But he is dedicated to following his dream of becoming a recording artist.
Carrigan is very talented at his craft. Everyone is encouraged to take a few moments to visit his
website www.carriganchantz.com in order to listen to samples of his music and read the lyrics of his
songs. This glimpse at Carrigan’s work displays excellent instrumentals and thought provoking poetry.

Economic realities have put a tremendous amount of pressure on the release of “Fostering Love”.
This is a fact of life for most musical artists. Carrigan has already put his heart, soul and financial
security into his new album. Now tapped out Carrigan faces increasing private recording costs. He
has now been faced with an ultimatum from studios, either he has to sell 25,000 copies of his album
or provide a $25,000 investment in order to have his album produced professionally. In order to meet
the goal of releasing “Fostering Love” Carrigan Chantz has launched an Indiegogo crowdfunding
campaign which will run until December 25th or Christmas Day. Those who make a crowdfunding
pledge will be eligible for the following rewards:
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$10 – A sincere thank you
$50 – Your name will be listed on the liner notes of the album, as well as on the Carrigan Chantz
website and the music page on Facebook
$100 – Personally autographed copy of the album and a personal note in addition to the previous
rewards
$500 – 10 copies of the album to share with friends so they can not only enjoy the music, but see your
name on the liner notes. Plus an in-studio recording of Carrigan playing and conveying personal
thanks. This is in addition to the previous rewards
$1,000 – Work with Carrigan to come up with a song title for the next album and receive dedication for
it. This is in addition to the previous rewards.
$5,000 – Speak personally with Carrigan and help him come up with a song written specifically for
you. You will then receive half of the writer credits and any subsequent royalties from album sales.
You will be listed on the album and on BMI’s catalog site as a co-writer of your song. This is in
addition to the previous rewards.

Carrigan is a talented artist and both of his albums “Austin’s Heart” and “Fostering Love” reflect that
fact. More so, however, Carrigan has a truly positive message with music. Those who take the time to
download his work will quickly agree with both facts.

About

Talented writer and artist Carrigan Chantz (www.carriganchantz.com) has followed up on his debut
album “Austin’s Heart” with his newly finished work “Fostering Love”. Carrigan is a published poet and
lifelong piano player whose first work is available for digital download. There is a current Indiegogo
crowdfunding campaign in place in order to promote the release of “Fostering Love”.
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